Take Note Music Cuckoo Clock Puppet ideas

Firstly the teacher then selected soloists, lead the cuckoo chimes with the puppet - the children
listen for the number of times the Cuckoo Clock ‘chimes’. In the example above there are 4, but
the soloist may do up to 10) Student count on their fingers.

•

German ‘Cuckoo’ song in 3 metre. Ref: ‘Catch a Song’ Pg 42
Fabulous for Rhythm with minims (big clocks) , crotchets (small clocks) and then quavers (tiny
little watch). Use instruments for each of the types rhythms. An excellent idea for the tiny little
watch is the use of chopsticks as they create a delicate sound and can be played quickly easily.
_______________________________________________________________________________

Tick Tock Goes the Little Clock has a trio movement activity. In groups of three, one child is
nominated to be the ‘cuckoo’ and the other two children form the ‘clock’ by facing each other
and holding hands around the cuckoo, taking care not to touch the cuckoo. They maintain the
beat by rocking side to side. When singing ‘open wide….’ The partners, who are the clock,
open the arm (in slow motion) that is in front of the direction the ‘cuckoo’ is facing, in order
to open the clock. This allows the cuckoo to step forward and bow while singing ‘cuckoo’ as
a minor third.
AIM: To develop, establish and practice beat

Establishing a sense of beat in children is of the utmost importance for developing rhythmic
skills. Practice a ‘rocking’ beat from side to side while facing a partner and holding hands. By
using the steady ‘tick, tock’ of a clock played on an instrument, the children discover that the
speed of their movement, and therefore the beat, can be adjusted by changing the height at
which they lift their legs from side to side. Cooperative learning at its finest!
This beat movement can be used as a movement activity to firmly establish the kinaesthetic sense of
steady beat with songs such as See Saw & Bluebells.

Many ways of performing movements to See Saw – vertical up and down, seated back and
forth….ask the children to come up with their own!

Bluebells activity:

Begin the song ‘Bluebells’ by singing the ‘tick tock tick tock’ section of the ‘Tick Tock Little
Clock’ song while the children establish the beat.
Use simple ‘over’ (drop one hand each and turn around) movement in Prep, then in Year 1 progress
to the more difficult ‘wash the dishes’ movement. Once success is gained with one partner, the
challenge of working with another partner on another occasion can be still just as much fun! Ask a
few successful pairs to perform for the class.

__________________________________________________________________________________

Creative Movement Activities
Ref: Lyn Kleiner; ‘Kids Can Listen, Kids Can Move’

1. Track 1 The Syncopated Clock

The children act as the clock doing movements to the beat for the ‘A’ section and become the flying
cuckoo in the ‘B’ section. They must return to their clock position in the room for the beginning of
each ‘A’ section.
Fabulous for understanding form in music and creative movement skills.

2. Cuckoo from the Carnival of the Animals movement activity

